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About This Game

8-bit Adventure Anthology is a compilation featuring faithful remakes of three of the best 8-bit point & click adventure games
ever made. Originally released between 19 5d3b920ae0
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Get them and relive some of the best NES games released. Direct ports that play and sound fantastic. Mouse control is
awesome, as controllers back in the day were a bit combersome for these titles. Nice CRT filter. Easily save games and jump to
the others. Worth every penny even though I still have them for my NES. Edit 1: Finished The Univited and about halfway
through Shadowgate. Games are identical to the NES versions in every way including having 3 save slots per game, so you can
have different playthoughs going. Achievements are pretty funny in that you are rewarded with dying in various grim ways in
each game. If you have played these before or the new Shadowgate released a little while back, you will know that the games
actively try to kill you in unexpected ways. Resolutions scale nicely as well. Menus easy to use. Good challenge for those new to
these or those who haven't played them in awhile.. A Halloween miracle!! The best part is that it is available for Linux ;). This is
an awesome NES point and click adventure collection. Great production quality with the menus and the different graphic filters
(I like the CRT option a lot). The games look and sound like the originals and have added mouse controls that make them a lot
nicer to play.. Excellent collection of true NES classics. Very lovingly brought over to the PC, these games were clearly in good
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hands. Can't wait to see what these guys bring over next.. I have played Shadowgate on my NES (and I don't remember if I
played The Uninvited on NES). I have played Deja-Vu on my old Amiga computer (I didn't get this for my IBM PC Jr.,
though), and for me the NES versions where surprisingly as entertaining as the PC versions, mostly for the music in my opinion.
I'm glad to see achievements for them here on Steam, but am curious as to why they are for when one loses in teh game?.. 1:1
port of the original NES classics all in one pack with MOUSE SUPPORT. Everything is intact, including music. Can adjust
resolution, comes with nice little borders to keep with the theme of which game you're playing (all in 8-bit too, and pretty
faithful!). It's got cute filters too if you're into that. If you're into these kinds of games, highly recommend this pack. For me,
literally what I've been waiting years to come out. Thank you so much for making this. Iunno what you got planned for Volume
II, but I'll definitely keep an eye out for it.. What can I say? These three games are amazing. This release is really good. I think
this is well worth the money. These games are a must play. Brings me back to the good ole days lol.
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